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ABSTRA
ACT

T
There are challenges related
d to cost and scalability of
therrmoelectric gen
nerators. Prior work investigated the costs
and system perrformance facctors that go
overn device
efficciency and commercial feasibility of
o promising
therrmoelectric materials
m
[1, 2]. Bulk th
hermoelectric
matterials can achiieve costs below
w $1/W, and th
hermoelectric
techhnologies are particularly ad
dvantageous fo
or waste-heat
recoovery applications. System co
osts for heat ex
xchangers and
ceraamic plates arre substantial. In this work,, we apply a
costt-performance metric to determine how th
hermoelectric
generators can be
b designed and implementted for three
exam
mple waste-heeat sources: gaas turbines, glaass annealing
lehrrs, and househo
old water heateers. The resultss demonstrate
therrmoelectric waaste-heat recoveery can be a viable option to
impprove these energy systeems and ind
dicate which
therrmoelectric materials
m
are most
m
promisin
ng for these
therrmoelectric gen
nerators.

generatoors are compossed of multiplee components oother than
the therm
moelectric mat
aterial. Each layyer and interfaace within
the deviice adds sourcees of electricall contact and/oor thermal
resistancce which hinnder device performance. M
Moreover,
these reesistances can increase duriing operation as cracks
and voidds are created and grow duee to stress conccentration
and exppansion mismaatch between llayers. Heat exxchangers
are requuired to facillitate heat trannsfer to and from the
thermoeelectric materiial, so their effective heatt transfer
coefficieents, or U-vallues, are criticcal. Material sttability is
also a concern sinnce many caandidate therm
moelectric
materialls undergo ooxidation andd sublimation at high
temperaatures.

Keyywords: thermo
oelectrics, therm
moelectric cosst, $/W, waste
heatt recovery costts

1 INTRODUCTION
W
Waste-heat reccovery techniq
ques are of vitaal importance
for energy efficieency. The majjority of energ
gy consumed
from
m resources go
oes unutilized, and it is mosttly rejected in
the form of heat. Coupled with
h the increasing
g demand for
elecctricity, this waaste-heat is a valuable
v
resource if it can be
usedd to generate electricity.
T
Thermoelectricc generators convert
c
heat in
nto electricity
and thus offer a means to ach
hieve waste-h
heat recovery.
Unllike other heaat engines, theermoelectric generators
g
are
solid state devicees without mo
oving parts. Th
hermoelectric
matterials are typiically semicon
nductors in wh
hich electrons
movve in responsee to a temperatture gradient, giving
g
rise to
an eelectrical poten
ntial. When con
nnected to a lo
oad resistance,
elecctrical power iss generated.
T
There have been notablle advancemeents in the
development of new thermoelecctric materials, and reported
matterials figure-o
of-merit, ZT, values
v
have crrept upwards.
How
wever, the inccrease in matterial performaance has not
resuulted in a com
mparable increaase in device performance.
Theere are a num
mber of challlenges with th
hermoelectric
device engineering
g. As depicted in Figure 1, th
hermoelectric

Figuree 1. Schematic of a thermoeleectric device shhowing a
typicaal thermocouplle composed of two legs madde from
semiconnductor materiials. The legs aare thermally inn parallel
and ellectrically in seeries. Various iinterface materrials are
used tto electrical isoolate the leg asssembly and theermally
coonnect it to thee rest of the devvice componennts.
Exissting applicatioons of thermooelectric generrators are
limited due largely too low efficienccy. They have primarily
been useed to power sppace vehicles. A
Although typiccal device
efficienccy is about 5-10%, the high reliability and low
maintennance attributess make thermoelectric generaators ideal
for rem
mote space appllications.
Givven the abunddance of waste-heat sourcces, it is
reasonabble to considerr future applicaations for therm
moelectric
generatoors in waste-hheat recovery [3]. Indeed, prototype
thermoeelectric generat
ators have beenn developed foor vehicle
exhaust heat recoveryy [4]. There arre significant cchallenges
in suchh applications due to systtem size and location
constraiints as well ass considerable vibrations andd thermal
cycling.. On the other hand, stationaary applicationns such as
power pplants and highh temperature industrial proceesses may

be more favorab
ble candidates for thermoellectric power
generation [5]. Th
hree exampless of stationary
y applications
are considered heere: a gas turbine, a glass an
nnealing lehr,
and a household water
w
heater.
Demonstratin
ng the cost-effeectiveness of th
hermoelectric
generators is essen
ntial to garneriing commerciaal interest and
finaancial investmeent in the deveelopment and deployment
d
of
this technology. The
T benefit to
o recovering th
he waste-heat
for electricity gen
neration must warrant the ex
xpense of the
device, so an app
propriate metricc for evaluatin
ng the market
poteential of theermoelectric generators
g
is one which
com
mbines the deviice cost with th
he power output. A suitable
mettric has been developed and
a
provides the cost of
therrmoelectrics in $/W by considerin
ng material,
mannufacturing, an
nd system cossts together with
w
electrical
pow
wer output [1, 2]. This work applies the metric
m
to three
wasste-heat sources (gas turbiness, glass annealiing lehrs, and
water heaters) to
t project thee cost-compeetitiveness of
therrmoelectric waaste-heat recov
very and invesstigate which
therrmoelectric maaterial candidattes are most pro
omising.

2

METH
HODS

2.1 Cost Metriic
T
The cost metriic used here in
ntegrates the device
d
physics
withh the various co
osts [1]:

(1)
wheere Pgen is th
he electrical power
p
generated. The raw
costs Cmb and Cma, and heat
matterial cost Cb, manufacturing
m
exchhanger costs Chx are difficu
ult to specify as they vary
widdely based on factors
f
such ass availability an
nd equipment
costt and throughp
put. The valuess used here are taken from a
prioor study which
h applied the cost
c
metric usiing properties
of tthirty state-off-the-art therm
moelectric mateerials, typical
mannufacturing approaches,
a
and
a
off-the-sshelf system
com
mponents. Thee cost is link
ked to therm
moelectric leg
paraameters such as
a material den
nsity ρ, leg thicckness L, total
plannar area A, an
nd fill factor F which is thee ratio of the
therrmoelectric areea to the total area.
a
The fill factor
f
was set
to 00.5 for the calcu
ulations of $/W
W reported heree.
Manufacturin
ng processes are
a enacted (1
1) on a bulk
matterial with throughput depend
ding on the maass of material
proccessed (e.g. miilling or hot prressing) and (2
2) on a planar
areaa basis (e.g. dicing or meetalization). Th
he traditional
therrmoelectric dev
vice structure with the form
m depicted in
Figuure 1 require considerable
c
assembly
a
effortts which may
be manual or automated (ee.g. pick-and-place). The
asseembly cost is not included in the analysis here, but it
could easily be in
ncorporated into the cost mettric by adding
osts.
it innto the areal maanufacturing co
Since commerrcial feasibility
y will be baseed in part on
costt minimization
n, the thickn
ness of the th
hermoelectric
matterial is optimiized to minimize the overalll cost in $/W

for the approach prresented here. There is a complex
interplayy between thhe electrical and thermal transport
within tthe device andd the optimizedd cost [2]. Nonnetheless,
sufficiennt net power output is still a critical goaal, so the
cost-opttimized system
m cannot be sizzed too small too produce
a meanin
ingful amount oof power.

2.2 Th
hermoelectric Materialss
Therrmoelectric m
materials are often classsified by
compouund type [6]. Some key material grooups are
chalcog enides, siliciddes, clathratees, skutterudiites, half
Heuslerrs, and oxidess. The differeences betweenn material
groups aand their optim
mum operating temperatures hhave been
describeed extensively.. Based on a suurvey of these m
materials,
a limitedd group of maaterials were ussed in the anallysis here.
At leastt one material ffrom each classs was selectedd based on
the higghest reported ZT value for the appplication
temperaatures used herre. Table 1 listss the material pproperties
for the six materialls considered. The propertties were
extrapollated using thee material data reported by thhe original
groups which developped and charaacterized the m
materials.
Matchedd n- and p-typpe materials prroperties weree assumed
in the aanalysis; howeever, in practiice it is challeenging to
developp both n- and p-type thermooelectric materrials with
matchedd properties.
Therrmoelectric maaterials are som
metimes categgorized by
materiall form (e.g. buulk or thin film
m), as well. Forr the high
temperaature applicatioons considered here, bulk matterials are
the maiin candidates, so they are tthe only ones included
here.

2.3 Ap
pplications
Threee representativve applicationss were analyzeed and are
summarrized in Table 2. They repreesent multiple boundary
conditioons: medium and high ttemperature w
waste-heat
exhaust streams and aair- and water-ccooled cold siddes. There
is a rangge of exhaust ggas temperaturres for each appplication,
so a praactical value off the heat sourrce at the therm
moelectric
generatoor is given in tthe table and uused in the anaalysis. For
this anaalysis, the coolaant temperaturre was taken ass 50ºC for
all appliications.
Gas turbine pow
wer plants haave high exhhaust gas
temperaatures. Thermooelectric generaators may be a feasible
waste-h eat recovery opption in small to medium sizzed, single
cycle pplants where an alternative bottoming cycle or
recuperaation scheme is too expennsive or mainntenanceintensivve. Glass prodduct manufactuuring often requires an
annealinng process in w
which the glass passes throuugh a lehr.
The lehhr is a kiln wiith a spatially controlled tem
mperature
variationn that reducess thermal shocck or mechaniical stress
concentr
tration in the gglass. Unlike oother steps in the glass
manufaccturing processs, the flue gass in a lehr is relatively
free of contaminantss and molten glass. In a gas-fired,
tanklesss water heaterr the combusttion gas streaam passes
through a compact heaat exchanger too heat buildingg water.

Table 1. A selection of materials from each of the main thermoelectric materials classifications. The figure of merit of each
material is provided for relevant waste-heat recovery temperatures [7-12].
ZT at
ZT at
Classification
Material
Th= 500ºC
Th= 800ºC
Chalcogenide (Na0.0283Pb0.945Te0.9733)(Ag1.11Te0.555)
1.1
1.5
Silicide
Mg2Si0.6Sn0.4
0.63
1.0
Clathrate
Ba8Ga16Ge28Zn2
0.43
0.48
Skutterudite
Yb0.2In0.2Co4Sb12
0.80
0.93
Oxide
Ca2.4Bi0.3Na0.3Co4O9
0.085
0.13
Half Heusler
Zr0.25Hf0.25Ti0.5NiSn0.994Sb0.006
1.1
1.4
Table 2. Exhaust flue gas temperature (heat source) and coolant fluid and temperature for thermoelectric generators if they
were used for waste-heat recovery in three stationary applications: turbines, lehrs, and water heaters.
Application
Exhaust
Coolant
Cooling source
temperature temperature
Gas turbine
500°C
50-100°C
Air
Glass annealing lehr
500°C
50-100°C
Closed-loop water chiller
Water heater
800°C
25-50°C
Building water
Since the combustion gas stream temperature is about
1400ºC, a thermoelectric generator embedded within the
water heater system would still experience heat source
temperatures near 800 ºC [13]. Some of the heat energy
could be converted into electrical power while still
achieving sufficient heating of the building water.
There are a key factors which influence the suitability of
an application for thermoelectric waste-heat recovery. The
composition of the flue gas is critical since particulate and
contaminants can foul the generator’s heat exchanger
surface. Industrial processes in which raw materials such as
metals and glass are heated in furnaces seem appealing for
waste-heat recovery, but the practical device engineering
required to cope with dirty flue gas may be prohibitive. The
stability of the heat source influences the amount of thermal
cycling the thermoelectric generator experiences. The
cycling will affect the amount of power generated and
cause wear and tear on the device due to varying thermal
expansions. These considerations are important for
combustion appliances like water heaters which turn on and
off frequently.
The effectiveness of the thermoelectric generator’s heat
exchangers is critical to power output and cost. The heat
exchanger U-value is its overall heat transfer coefficient
and is influenced by the heat exchanger material (e.g. steel,
copper, etc.) and the heat exchange fluids. For the two
materials exchanging heat, the amount of heat transferred
through the exchanger is limited by the material with the
lower effective heat capacity (i.e. the higher thermal
resistance). When a coolant flows through the heat
exchanger, the effective thermal resistance can be lower by
increasing the coolant flow rate, thus increasing the rate of
heat transfer. However, mechanical work is required to flow
fluid through the heat exchanger. The commercial value of
a thermoelectric generator for waste-heat recovery is in the
net power delivered from the system. The net power will

decrease as the work required to boost coolant flow rate
increases.
At the thermoelectric generator’s hot side, the heat is
exchanged between the exhaust gas and the solid
thermoelectric. The U-value for the hot side heat exchanger
was taken to be 50 W/m2K. At the cold side, heat is
exchanged between the solid and coolant gas or liquid. The
thermoelectric generator cold side U-values for the turbine,
lehr, and heater applications were set at 100, 1000, and
1000 W/m2K, respectively [14].

3

RESULTS

The costs for thermoelectric power generation systems
using six top-performing thermoelectric materials are
provided in the figures below. Figure 2 shows the estimated
thermoelectric generator cost for a water heater application.
The cost is broken into two components, the raw material
and manufacturing costs and the cost of the heat exchanger
and ceramic insulator plates. The results for the clathrate
and oxide sample materials demonstrate the need for a
minimum materials performance level for a cost-effective
device. For instance, oxides’ low performance cannot
compensate for their low cost. On the other hand, the
silicide material does not have the highest ZT, but the low
cost compensates to make its cost-performance similar to
the higher ZT chalcogenide and half Heusler materials.
These examples demonstrate the tradeoffs between material
and manufacturing costs and performance. The cost
breakdown also demonstrates the significant expense
associated with system components other than the material.
The ceramic insulators and heat exchangers provide
essential functionality but at an expense that outweighs that
of the thermoelectric material.
The generator material and manufacturing costs for
three applications are show in Figure 3. The clathrate and

reductioon in net pow
wer output. Thee costs of offf-the-shelf
system components are a criitical pain ppoint in
thermoeelectric generattor costs.

Figure 2. Cost breakdown
b
for thermoelectricc generators
com
mparing (1) thee impact of maaterial type and
d (2) material
annd manufacturiing costs with system components costs.
oxidde material exaamples are omitted since theiir costs are an
ordeer of magnitud
de large than th
he other examp
ple materials.
Thee benefit of more effective co
ooling with watter rather than
air oon the device cold side is ev
videnced by th
he lower costs
for tthe glass anneaaling lehr appllication compaared to the gas
turbbine application
n. The low cosst due to a large temperature
diffference and preesence of waterr cooling in thee water heater
application makess the heater a good potentiaal application
for thermoelectricc heat recovery. However, the minimal
operration time mig
ght preclude most
m expenses related
r
to heat
recoovery measuress including theermoelectric geenerators. The
costt of primary electricity generation meth
hods are still
generally lower th
han that of thermoelectrics geenerators [15].
Thee cost results demonstrate
d
thaat thermoelectrric generators
could be cost co
ompetitive wiith organic Rankine
R
cycle
systtems which arre also used for
fo waste-heat recovery but
poteentially have many
m
more in
nstallation and maintenance
challlenges than th
hermoelectric generators
g
[16]..

Figure 3. Materials
M
and maanufacturing costs for
theermoelectric geenerators considered in three applications.

4 CONCLUSIONS
A cost-perforrmance metriic has been applied to
therrmoelectric gen
nerators for waste-heat
w
reco
overy in three
applications. Thiss technology is
i most cost-ccompetitive if
water cooling caan be incorporated withou
ut significant
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